Publications of YCAR Associates (Referred and Non-Referred) for the 2010.2011 academic year

**Russ Patric Alcedo**


**Keith Barney**


**Russell Belk**


**Balbinder Singh Bhogal**

Bhogal, Balbinder Singh (Accepted). “Monopolizing Violence before and after 1984: Governmental Law and the People’s Passion”. *Sikh Formations: Religion, Culture, Theory*.

**Pablo Bose**


**J.D. Kenneth Boutin**


**Maxwell Brem**


**Anthony Chan**

**Gregory Chin**


**Afsan Chowdhury**


**Nga Dao**


**Raju J. Das**


**Coney de Leon**


**Tony Fang**


Joshua A. Fogel


B. Michael Frolic


Rommel Gavieta

Margo Gewurtz


Pietro Giordan


Jay Goulding


Shubhra Gururani


Derek Hall


Sharon Hayashi


Susan Henders

Zulfikar Hirji


Naoko Ikeda

Cockburn, C. and N. Ikeda (Forthcoming). “Seeing the Whole Picture: Antimilitarism in Okinawa and Japan”. In C. Cockburn (ed.) Antimilitarism: Political and Gender Dynamics of Movements to End War and Redefine Peace. Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan.


Veronica Javier


Joan Judge


Judge, Joan (2010). “Minkoku shoki no nichijō seikatsu: Fujo jihō kara yomitoku” 民国初期の日常生活：『婦女時報から読み解く (Daily Life During the Republican Period: What We

Hong Kal


Ilan Kapoor


Philip Kelly


Ann H. Kim


Janice Kim


Jessica Li

Li, Jessica (Forthcoming). *Equivocal Contrast: The Politics of Self-Translation in Eileen Chang*.

Li, Jessica (Forthcoming). “From Page to Stage: Performance and Reception of Love in a Fallen City in Toronto”. In K. Louie (ed.) *Eileen Chang: Romancing Two Cultures*. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press.

Li, Jessica (Forthcoming). Book review of Eleanor Ty’s *Unfasten: Globality and Asian North American Narratives* (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 2010). *Canadian Review of Comparative Literature*.


Jinyan Li


Kay Li


Lucia Lo


Sonny Lo


Adam Lukasiewicz


**Guida C. Man**


Ng, R., T. Das Gupta, G.C. Man and K. Mirchandani (Forthcoming). *Class Borders: Professional Immigrant Women Navigating the Canadian Labour Market*.

**Melissa Marschke**


Colin McGuire


Rae Kathleen Mitchell


Ghazy Mujahid


Ananya Mukherjee-Reed


Van Nguyen-Marshall


Michael Nijhawan


Shobna Nijhawan


Hironori Onuki

Onuki, Hironori (Forthcoming). “Care, Social (Re)production and Global Labour Migrations: Filipino Care Workers in Japan”. In R. Mahon and F. Robinson (eds.) The Global Political Economy of Care: Integrating Ethnicities and Social Politics.


Hyun Ok Park


Valerie Preston


Fahim Quadir


Jooyeon Rhee

Rhee, Jooyeon (2010). Translation (Korean to English) of "What is Literature?" (Munhak iran hao) and "The Value of Literature" (Munhak ŭi kach’i) by Yi Kwangsu in Azalea. Honolulu: University of Hawaii and Cambridge: Harvard University.
Zahir Sadeque


Trichy Sankaran


Albert Schrauwers


Michael Stainton


Doris Sung


Yukari Takai


Takai, Yukari (2010). Book review of Dean Louder and Eric Waddell’s Franco-Amérique (Sillery [Québec]: Septentrion, 2008) and Mark Paul Richards’s Loyal but French: The Negotiation of

Serene K. Tan


Alicia Turner


Peter Vandergeest


Wendy S. Wong


Mary Young

Young, Mary (Forthcoming). “Revisiting the Impact of Economic Crisis on Indonesian Agro-Food Production”. Development in Practice.

Qiang Zha


Zha, Qiang (Accepted). Transforming Chinese Higher Education: From a “Giant Periphery” to a Chinese Model of the University. Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press


**Jianlan Zhu**